
FUN HALLOWEEN GAMES FOR KIDS

SNAP APPLE/DONUT
Suspend an apple from a string and hang it from a height where the

children can reach it. The children then try take bites out of the

apple with their hands behind their backs. The most bites wins. For

younger kids, a donut on a string can often be easier to manage.

MUMMY WRAP
You will need a large supply of toilet rolls/kitchen towels. Divide

the ghoulish gang into teams, and one person in the team is the

designated “Mummy”. Start the music/timer. The other members in

the team must race to “dress the Mummy” using toilet rolls. The

winning team is the one that has the most wrapped/the best

Mummy, in the given time.

TREASURE HUNT IN THE DARK
You will need some plastic spiders, bats or wrapped Halloween

sweets like eyeballs etc. Hide them around the garden (for older kids)

or the house (for younger kids). Give each child/team a torch, and with

the house in semi-darkness, let the hunt begin. The child/team who

finds the most creepy things wins!
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WHAT’S THE TIME MRS. WITCH
You will need a witch’s hat and broom. Someone is Mrs. Witch – they

put on the witch’s hat, hold the broom and stand with their back to the

rest of the group. The rest of the kids are at a start line, they call out

“What’s the time Mrs Witch? If Mrs. Witch says 7 o’clock, they take 7

steps closer to her, and so on. Once they get close enough, the witch

can answer “Midnight”, and turn around and chase them. The person

she first catches is Mrs. Witch for the next game.

ZOMBIE MUSICAL STATUES
Play some Halloween songs and let the kids do their best ‘zombie

stomp’.  When the music stops they have to freeze! Any kids found to

have moved are out, until the last child remaining is the winner

 

You will need some orange balloons. Put some sweets into them and

then blow them up and tie each one. Draw pumpkin faces on each

balloon with a green or black marker. Have the gang at the ready and

let them loose to pop the balloons and find the sweets inside.

 

POPPING PUMPKIN BALLOONS
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HALLOWEEN MUSICAL CHAIRS 

Get the kids to draw a picture of a witch, spider, ghost, Frankenstein

or any other scary Halloween character. Or for ease, you could print

out some blank versions of these and get the kids to colour them in.

Stick a different picture to the back of each chair. Start the music

and have them walk around the chairs. Turn off the music and once

everyone is seated, call out one of the spooky characters.

Whoever’s sitting on the chair with that character is out, and on it

goes until there is a winner!

EYEBALL BOUNCE
Super simple – just decorate some ping pong balls to resemble

eyeballs and then get the kids to try and bounce them into

cups/bowls. The kid/team with the most eyeballs in their bowl at the

end wins.

 

Divide the kids into two teams, and have them complete a special

Halloween relay race where they must walk like Frankenstein to

the next person! The team with the fastest Frankensteins wins!

FRANKENSTEIN RELAY RACE
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BALANCE THE GRAPE ON THE FLOUR
You will need a plate, flour, a large flat knife and some grapes. Put

one grape balanced on top of a mountain of flour on the plate. Each

child has to take a turn to slice away chunks of flour without

knocking the grape. The loser who knocks the grape ends up with

their face pushed into the flour!

GHOST POOP RACE
You will need white marshmallows (ghost poop!), 2 large spoons, 4

large bowls & masking tape. Mark a starting line using the masking

tape. Put a bowl at the start line and one at the finish line for each

team. Fill the 2 starting line buckets with marshmallows and lay a

spoon next to or in each bowl. The first child on each team picks

up one “poop” and places it on their spoon, carefully walking their

poop to the finish line. They can't hold the poop on the spoon, but

if they do drop it, then they may use their hand to pick it up

(eugghh!) and put it back on the spoon and continue. Once they

get to the finish line they drop the poop in the bucket, walk back to

their team, handing the spoon back to the next person in line and

the first child goes to the back of the line. The winning team will be

the one that transfers all the ghost poop first!


